A model of Pavlovian eyelid conditioning based on the synaptic organization of the cerebellum.
We present a model based on the synaptic and cellular organization of the cerebellum to derive a diverse range of phenomena observed in Pavlovian eyelid conditioning. These phenomena are addressed in terms of critical pathways and network properties, as well as the sites and rules for synaptic plasticity. The theory is based on four primary hypotheses: (1) Two cerebellar sites of plasticity are involved in conditioning: (a) bidirectional long-term depression/potentiation at granule cell synapses onto Purkinje cells (gr-->Pkj) in the cerebellar cortex and (b) bidirectional plasticity in the interpositus nucleus that is controlled by inhibitory inputs from Purkinje cells; (2) climbing fiber activity is regulated to an equilibrium level at which the net strength of gr-->Pkj synapses remains constant unless an unexpected unconditioned stimulus (US) is presented or an expected US is omitted; (3) a time-varying representation of the conditioned stimulus (CS) in the cerebellar cortex permits the temporal discrimination required for conditioned response timing; and (4) the ability of a particular segment of the CS to be represented consistently across trials varies as a function of time since CS onset. This variation in across-trials consistency is thought to contribute to the ISI function. The model suggests several empirically testable predictions, some of which have been tested recently.